DEANS SUBMIT TO SUE MARATTO
Upload to Technical Review Committee (TRC)
Revisions to Sue Maratto
CCC Agenda Planning
Electronic Packet Distribution
CCC Meeting
CCC Revision Deadline
ACADEMIC SENATE SUBMISSION DEADLINE
ACADEMIC SENATE MEETING
Board Submission Deadline
Board Meeting

| FALL 2014 |
|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|
| 8/11/14 | 8/14/14 | 8/21/14 | 8/25/14 | 8/28/14 | September 4 | 9/8/14 | 10/14/14 | 10/21/14 | 10/28/14 | 11/18/14 |
| 10/13/14 | 10/16/14 | 10/23/14 | 10/27/14 | 10/30/14 | November 6 | 11/10/14 | 12/8/14 | 12/9/14 | 11/24/14 (draft) | 12/16/14 |
| 11/10/14 | 11/13/14 | 11/19/14 (Thurs) | 11/21/14 (Friday) | 11/25/14 | December 4 | 12/5/14 | 12/8/14 | 12/9/14 | 11/24/14 (draft) | 12/16/14 |

- Deans set their own submission deadlines
- Deans electronically submit to Sue Maratto, suzimaratto@triton.edu by the Deans’ Submission Deadline
- Technical Review Committee (TRC) reviews submissions
- Faculty electronically submit revisions suggested by TRC recommendations to Sue Maratto, suzimaratto@triton.edu
- Items are temporarily listed on the agenda for Agenda Planning
- Properly completed submissions are added to the permanent CCC agenda
- Items are electronically distributed to the College Curriculum Committee

Note: Scheduled meetings and deadlines are adjusted around the college calendar holidays, exams, breaks, etc. Course and curricular effective dates depend on Board, ICCB and in some cases, IBHE approvals.
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